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Requirement for united with the ISC, international security convent. Common 
agreement that will ensure peace and security of the world in our country.

Name of applicant: Petr 
Surname: Gottwald 
Place of birth: Czech Republic 
Date of Birth: January 10, 1992 
Current profession: 16 years of European political prisoner.
Signature:

This letter is a request for an alliance with international safety 
under  the  Covenant.  International  agreements  that  can 
provide  for  our country  strong  peace,  security,  fearlessness 
and the power of political rights throughout the world. A claim 
which can be one of the biggest step in the history of mankind. 
Step which is headed for strong global peace and security.



A good day for the representatives of the governments of countries Non 
Aligned Movement

Hello  Dear  Representative  of  the  country.  My goal  is  to  offer  to  you  and  your  country,  new 
possibilities for alliances. Alliances that can provide new possibilities in the direction of politics, 
economics, security of your country and a strong intrepidity direction of the armed forces.
My offer is connected with the International Security Pact, ISC of JD. International security pact 
that is based on socially Sistema which uses a global security force formed to remove all threats and 
dangers to our country. Threat in the form of terrorist attacks and occupation, in the direction of the 
threat or danger and attacked territory. 
It is a proposal for a new global force that is based on common democracy and the just laws for 
safety, according to our common agreement of the global community. Our community, which is 
based on fairness and shared strength that gives us the opportunity to maintain purity in our country. 
It is a common unity which can be a new and strong step for world peace which tends creates a new 
kind of civilization. New civilization which is based on the peaceful rules. Civilization which is 
guided with the help of peace and safety, security and justice for all. Civilization which is based on 
a much more significant and stronger values than those here today.

This could for us to be the biggest step in the history of mankind.
As an essential element of the whole system, it is ISC Council representative by the government of  
ISC Council, which is conducted jointly with equanimity democracy, democracy which is solidified 
with the help of JUSTICE committee for law and justice guided by the need to maintain safety and 
peace  strategy.  Commission  which  stops  the  just  rights  and sistemy that  maintains  security  of 
peoples  and  peace  among  nations.  Commission  which  is  composed  of  members  who  are  not 
reference to any political situation, and they advocate free opinion.
Our joint resolution and democratic governance which ultimately determined by the Commission to 
maintain  a  just  decision  without  abuse  of  political  power  and  strength  arbitrators  groups.  Our 
common and democratic council which is headed by the equanimity of justice for each country and 
at the same time kept only for your safety and peace in our country.
Common  system allowing  other  will  stop  the  possibility  of  deciding  on  our  country  by  their 
personal political situation and strategy to become more political  power. System allowing other 
countries  will  stop  the  possibility  of  abuses  against  us  their  political  power  and the  ability  to 
maintain injustice and block our rights, because they have a different political situation. Therefore, 
we may be also the strongest on the planet, if we stand together, create an ISC of JD. Strong, 
unthreatened and able to keep our country in full and immediate peace without any threat.
Our common advice to  current  and maximum levels  of  force,  it  is  necessary to  provide  much 
greater power of our country because of our association. ISC of JD focuses for expansion values in 
each country and to ensure a large and significant force. Then, a unified force, each country will 
gather in unity and thus formed the joint council of ISC JD. The first today the strongest association 
on the planet.
It is possible to use our joint forces in the directions of the development of technology and military 
weapons  which  will  serve  to  protect  our  country  and  provide  a  common  safety  and  for  our 
invincibility. Common strategy for the immediate cessation of terrorist danger. Soon arises between 
us economically serenity,  tranquility and justice by joint assistance to help others develop their 
values. This means that we may use a common economic strategy and trade market. Strategies 
which give us a certain absoluteness for continuous development of our technology and common 
trade. Soon we created a strong army stores on technology, business which rapidly ancestors gross 
domestic product in Africa and other countries on this planet. Shops at the Army Technologia that 
will provide us the most powerful army on the planet and second, raise the value of our national 
currency,  often more than just  a minimum of 100% of GDP. At the same time we can exploit 
opportunities  for  cooperation  in  banks and also  set  up  their  own financional  curency that  will 



strengthen  our  common  values  of  national  banks  and  the  central  banks  of  each  country.  Our 
common currency based on joint military economy in terms of trillions of euros. We also may 
constitute a common monetary funds and economic sistemy. Both economic strategy to support our 
forces. Then, you can create a common political strategy to support the extension of the common 
peace throughout the world.
We can enjoy the many interesting technologies that ease our strength.  Technologies which are 
based, for example the mathematical program that recognizes movements in space and time and 
compartment  mathematics.  Computer  program  that  you  may  forecast  disasters,  political  and 
military conflicts, financial crisis, betrayal and terror attacks or any other threats. Program that we 
need a ten year before the disaster announce a new opportunity as we can run away from disaster. A 
new way to avoid every disaster. We can stop every war, disaster and success even much earlier  
than arises. So we will recognize and betrayal, theft, street crime and much more.
We can create a new key to world peace and security. At the same time, the entire common sistem, 
for everyone who joins us for the join us so sistem give him a gift worth several trillion euros in  
military technology and military cooperation under. You can get a trillion Euros for it that you will  
support world peace.
We gain much greater chance of political security and political forces that will give each of our 
country enough political values and we do not need to be dependent on the political legitimation of 
foreign policy, legitimacy is frequently based on the strategic needs of the country from abroad, the 
country  abroad  who  abuse  their  political  power  to  block  our  country  and  values.  We are  not 
weakened  from  dominant  countries  abroad,  on  the  contrary,  we  will  free  countries,  while 
developing as the most powerful country on the planet. Nobody can disqualify unjustly and robs our 
country and government.
We can create significant alliances. We can overtake the largest and most important global values 
around the world. NAM is now politically powerful groups because of their size. At the same time,  
NAM does not have enough power for its defense. Other countries abroad do not hesitate damage 
and robs you. Nam does not have the ability to secure the protection of their political power. Weak 
political force against countries like China, Russia, Europe, USA. Land that often separates us and 
abusing his power against us, economically and politically. Today is the time in which the world 
divides into two parts. If we join in my step: ISC of JD, we then we have a chance to surpass the 
strength for our opposition politicians often North Atlantic policies and also north of European 
policy between the countries USA, EU, RF and surroundings. Political group of countries which are 
often the focus of a joint strategy against us and they do not hesitate to take over a major power 
words and harm our country, reduce the value of our position. Political groups who support the 
Oppression of our country, as well as today supports the European Union and several European 
countries that rob us of trillions of euros and should be every day. Countries who abuse their power 
and try to get the most value even if they rob other countries and now officially supports a global 
occupation.
Therefore, it is now necessary to extend allegiance NAM and our common power which will give 
us much greater strength, safety and security. My Together we can create a new world super power 
that can provide a full and JUSTICE operation, peace in our country without any conflict or any 
threat from all sides. New civilization based on security and peace.
We can create a strong group of soon the whole world will want to start cooperation with us. My 
group will be as strong that even as the Chinese People's Republic will be interested to join with us 
and create  a  group.  The same offer  comes  from the  United  States  of  America,  or  the  Russian 
Federation. That means we'll instantly have more power which will give us a greater possibility for 
an alliance of all the governments of the countries on this planet.
With the help of our power and political maturity, we can ensure the allegiance of even the most 
advanced country on the planet. Earth which will have a need to join us. 
As the United States will need to strengthen its stability and strength that can be compromised. 
Today the situation where the European Union is creating a global occupation, the European Union 
today is arguably an extension of Ebola virus in Africa, maybe even Mers in Arab countries. The 



European Union is now statistically the greatest terrorist in the history of mankind. This means the 
USA will  lose political  support  and therefore they must  obtain our alliance.  USA will  be in  a  
situation forces them to join us and promote peace in the world. That means immediately to join us 
and the Republic of China who will be afraid to support the Russian Federation which now occupies 
Crimea in Ukraine. Should the People's Republic did not initiate the ISC support of JD, then you 
can  become the  Republic  of  China  economically  expires.  If  nam does  not  add to  the  Russian 
Federation, then it is certain that the whole world, the first USA, Europe, UK, soon, too ISC JD 
Extension support of sanctions against the Russian Federation, at the same time will soon come 
destroying the Russian Federation with the help of the destruction of military attack from most 
countries on this planet. Therefore, if one wants to avoid conflicts of the Russian Federation, and 
the Russian Federation must join ISC of JD where to get the option to retain all disputes under 
judicial process and stop the destruction of the Russian Federation.
European Union to join us too with the same pretext. Europe today is robbing over 170 country on 
the planet. Robbed of trillions of euros every day. European countries have already jointly murdered 
more than 200 million children aged 5 years and therefore that Europe encourage national vomiting 
reality show. Reality show which is based on child rape, torture, mutilation, murder, forced into 
slavery,  many more.  Europe  is  now officially  the  largest  and  cold-blooded  mass  murderers  in 
history.
South America and all the governments of countries of us can add to efforts to promote world peace 
and security. Countries in South America have with African countries often common contacts and 
political orientations, as well as national values. South American countries today jointly support a 
zone of  peace and common stability.  If  These countries  will  want  to  join with us,  then South 
America to get the strongest possibility for using a common step for the world peace, security,  
order, creating new global civilization in which there is only peace and order, yet so country in 
southern Africa they gain trillions for the increase in the value of their land.
In any case, we together can we value the NAM at the ISC allegiance of JD, we can surpass the 
greatest value on the planet and ensure you only victory and fearlessness against anyone who wants 
us to unjustly threaten and endanger the our country. Therefore, we have an opportunity to unify all 
countries on this planet and create a world of peace. Reunification NAM to support the ISC of JD, it 
can be one of the best step in the history of mankind on this planet. We may become the strongest  
group in the history of mankind. This may be a change towards a good future for several thousand 
years.
If we, the countries of NAM is continuous, then we can strongly surpass even the vein and the value 
of the policy UNSC. We can keep your resolutions and political steps that are based on attempting 
to abuse their power and support the political situation of the country UNSC. No one is able to 
abuse of political power against  us. We can ensure that the entire world spanked dependent on 
UNSC resolutions. We need not be dependent on others who may abuse us and how we can not  
defend themselves. We outstrip the value of UNSC and become highest ascendant authorities to 
ensure world peace and security, at the same time we may utilize immediate response to threats. 
Second, we are no longer dependent on the strength of the group UNSC which is the only group 
that has the ability and the right for stopping world peace, but at the same time that the right to use 
just by the UNSC which countries have the need. We will not need to rely on a country that has  
enough power and the right to immediately stop terrorism, but the group is about to even try to stop. 
Group who now publicly supports Europe and the genocide and murder, global occupation! UNSC, 
the group that is the foundation for ending all wars, a group based on the importance of termination 
issues  with  Hitler  and  World  War  II.  Group which  today is  statistically  much  worse  than  the 
genocide of Hitler.
Group which now supports  much larger than the genocide against which this group was at  the 
beginning.
If we are jointly continuous, then we might be the largest group that has the ability to provide 
strength and peace to the world in common security. We joint force and common rules conquered 
every value than that owns UNSC. Together we'll be known around the world as a much stronger  



political group than the UNSC. UNSC will have no interest strongly protest against us because now 
supported UNSC Europe, therefore, any protest against us meant to be extinguished by the UNSC. 
We will immediately become the strongest political group on the planet. We can now also use much 
stronger technology than that used by other government land. Therefore, we will retain our strength 
and maturity. Technology for each country, technologies which give us great strength and maturity, 
independence from other countries. (Today, however, the problem of Europe robs me of my plans 
and the opportunity to use my intellect, so it is again legally destroy any European government land 
which worked against us.) These technologies may have for every country strong value in the form 
of several trillion Euros.
Today,  here in Europe because of the corruption of Europe ceases to be functional and OSCE. 
OSCE today is essentially a terrorist group.
These include a new and modern fighter and fighter aircraft on the strength of speeds of 5 to 10 
thousand kilometers per hour. Fighters who are able to move under water, in the air or to fly into 
Universe. Fighter aircraft that are controlled with the help of robotic intelligence and because they 
know the best and quickest strategy. Then A water robotic boats, missile boats or ships and smal 
missile  submarine  who  use  their  own  internal  programmed  intelligence  and  communication 
involves using the global network. As well as ground-based robotic units that have the ability to 
exploit the speed of movement in the strength of 600 meters per second. at the same time to lift over 
40 cars and leave. Robotic units who have the opportunity to work together according to their own 
robotic  intelligence  database  strategy battle  and defense  at  the  same time with  a  mathematical 
program that is able to predict the future and therefore robots can always avert any conflict and 
defeat. While it may be robotic units that are able to monitor enemy groups and individuals to  
several thousands of kilometers, while blasting enemies from a distance of a few tens to hundreds,  
in certain types and thousands kilometer distance from the destination. Same time, satellite sistemy 
location that can provide all kinds of missiles of the enemy and find any individual, or follow it.  
Other satellite sistemy with a global network that will allow us to create 3D space in the digital 
environment and this together browse the reality around us and check our surroundings at a distance 
of over a thousand kilometers. Together of satellite sistemy that have a rocket launchers that are 
able to hit from any position on the planet. Satellite probes with intercontinental rockets. Satellite 
systems which are able to provide monitoring and destruction of all meteorite area of our country 
while  flying  body against  us.  Therefore,  the  satellite  is  multi  rockets.  Soon,  we  will  use  the 
International Space orbital military bases and space strategic military units against the enemy. Then, 
maybe we will have the opportunity to use the facility against meteors, tsunamis, earthquakes, many 
different types of new technology. 
Then, we will use special sistemy that will provide us the purity of joint communications network 
and the Internet, too. No one on us will not be able to order espionage or hacker attacks. At the  
same time,  we will  use a  joint  radar  sistemy and global  network.  We you create  an  extensive 
military infrastructure in the direction of an international network and the national network. Many 
other techniques and strategies for our common defense and world power. We will soon become the 
strongest group on the planet.
This is one part of the common path that leads to the common global powers to ensure our safety, 
peace  and  stability,  fearlessness.  This  could  be  our  common  superpower  that  really  stops 
immediately each dangerous and armed movements in  Africa,  Asia  and other  countries on this 
planet. This is our common options to keep our strength without any Defeats our alliance. Is it  
possible for us to us from Africa created a new area in which there is only peace and security. No 
threat or conflict. Civilization based on the freedom of nations and peace between countries. This is 
the same for Asian countries and the South American countries. That means it will soon be joining 
us as well as other European countries, as well as the likely country United Kingdom. Left with no 
other hope. Early on this planet, there will be no armed threat or conflict.
Together  we  can  immediately  make  peace  for  Gaza,  Palestine  dates  back  all  the  rights  of 
sovereignty and stop Israel's genocidal group. Israel today publicly occupation working on and try 
to rob other countries of territory with the help of lies and genocide. Israel fled from Europe to 



Palestine, an escape from Hitler. Today, Israel is a murderer and rapist as was Hitler. Israel therefore 
deserve their sovereignty, it is necessary to label Israel as a terrorist group against the Allies. It is 
well return to Palestine Palestinian territory and then the data for the territory Israel Gaza city, a 
place that today Israel brutally destroyed for fun.We ISC can immediately be mature and strong. We 
can provide to USA, RF, and other countries immediately stop supporting Israel and genocide in 
Palestine. Israel today is mainly dependent on the USA and RF, this country will be immediately 
added to our side and stop Israel. Israel will be destroyed immediately!
Secondly, I have a plan for technology that may be able to several ahodin blast all the people who 
support the armed group against to ISIS in Iraq. We can immediately provide peace and security to 
Iraq.  Movement  against  to  ISIS  operates  terrorism,  the  occupation  in  Iraq  and  tim  large  and 
dangerous threats. Threats that may soon expand again in Syria and also in other countries. I can 
against to ISIS to create technology which will not harm any innocent civilians while technology 
which immediately destroy any terrorist right away in a few hours. Immediate stop every conflict.
Together we can immediately ensure the defeat of all terrorist groups against us. Therefore, it is 
necessary today to ensure co-operation and against Europe. Europe is now officially the biggest 
terrorist in the history of mankind. Europe is officially the biggest amasovy cold-blooded killer in 
the history of mankind. Europe had officially killed over 200 million children just for fun. Europe 
today supports strategies that can kill over three quarters of the population on this planet, if we do 
not stop immediately, then in the future delivered to a situation where we have to kill most of the 
population in Europe.
Today is  the main problem, that  Europe supports  the USA and to the Russian Federation.  The 
occupation  of  Ukraine,  it  is  just  a  farce  for  the  political  handling  of  your  country  and  the 
government, abuse of strategic positions. Europe today is working on many lies for the whole world 
and media staging. The production who are trying to cover European-terrorism, my testimony and 
also my true value to the world. The values indicated for each government of the country at least 
twice greater than the whole value of their land.
That is why today really must close immediately europe any possibility pursue their policy and 
expand. Europe is now broadening out just so they can destroy them. Europe is necessary to close  
all markets and political cooperation. Sanctions against Europe, the sign Europe as world terrorism.
Due to the current global economy, Europe can gain support from the USA. That means we need to 
provide compensation for Europe and the alliance with the United States. Therefore, we may then 
use my bid to create a dual continental communities which, according to the current plan, you can 
dine replace Europe and prevent any economic or political crisis. If we create a Dual continental 
communities, then we can immediately use to create a world alliance against Britain. USA and RF 
will be forced to cooperate with us. If this country does not start cooperation with us, then they will 
cease to exist and the world is blocked. If they do not cooperate with us, then they can create a new 
world war, and ultimately a nuclear war. The war who first destroys Europe.
It is a reality that if we do not unite together against terrorism European, then Europe and the USA 
to become accustomed to the use of RF rob our country and abuses us. Europe, USA, RF and other  
countries, they will keep abusing and stealing from, in the next ten years may come your countries 
colonization and genocide. Europe today has killed over 200 million children but no one cares. You 
must realize that if you if you were in their place, then by a situation in which Europe would have 
been brutally tortured, imprisoned, murdered you and your nation, imposed the death penalty and 
publicly let you die. Why because you refuse to punish Europe? Europe will steals your pride and 
your  country's  values  and policies.  If  we unite  in  the direction  of  ISC,  then we will  be much 
stronger than Europe, USA or RF and the Republic of China.
For example, USA. They know that I can be more significant than the USA. They know that I can 
be the most relevant person on the planet, in the history of mankind. Therefore USA constantly 
envies and tries to block me, supporting Europe. Therefore I will each of you very much Thank for 
your support of the Republic of Cuba to the United States. This is a big and powerful enough 
moment that is evidence of Power our unity. Therefore, it is again Certainly, the ISC is your support  
for our giant advantage, strength and fearlessness, the emergence of a new civilization without any 



threats, oppression, terrorism, abuse of political power and danger. Step which may affect several 
future of thousands of years ahead! 
If  we  are  to  creating  dual  continental  community  we  then  zajsitime  independence  from other 
security. We can create his own civilization and an economy which is not dependent on nnikom. We 
can establish our company who is self-sufficient and unique. All we need therefore only unite and 
transform  our  Union  or  higher  for  the  international  community  between  the  parties  several 
continents. Dual continental community tends to produce a much greater ability to develop our 
country and defense policy. If you come by the threat of disintegration policy, our communities and 
isolate  the  threat  immediately  replace  it.  The  threat  then  remains  in  isolation  and  slowly 
extinguished.
Today is also true of Europe or allow me the freedom to communicate and express themselves.  
Europe  today  is  robbing  your  country.  Europe  Vas  abuse  and  leads  to  perish.  It  is  therefore 
necessary as soon as possible to arrange a joint meeting together and check all  the lyrics. It is  
necessary to come together and reaffirm everything.
Therefore, upon conclusion of the letter, I thank you for your time and effort to understand my offer. 
I hope that it will provide you with will be like. This offer is a new step for mankind. Step which  
can give us much more power and safety, fearlessness our country and our civilization is worth 
noting the thousands of other year. This opportunity to create Shared krokma of our country rapidly 
advanced civilizations than those of the European, American and other civilizations. We have to 
benefit from better allegiance to secure our safety.

Therefore, I thank you and wish you good luck, health and 
success.  I  wish  you  good  victory  over  their  enemies  and 
ensure the success  of  which  will  not  have  the  ability  to 
defeat the enemy. Good luck and success in defending your 
civilization.

Signature of Autor:



My  personal  request  to  representatives  of  the 
governments of countries in the alliance group of Non 
Aligned Movement

I Petr  Gottwald have a request for the governments  of  countries  in the alliance in the Non  
Aligned Movement. My request is routed for your support for the release of my people from the  
political prisoner in Europe. 
Today I  am a  16 year  European political  prisoner  because  I'm  like  to  provide  development  
assistance and ensure stability in your country. Because I've had an interest for securing world  
peace, common development of the unity of the country and our values. Because I was interested  
to form a common government on this planet that can provide colonize all the planets in our  
solar system in the next two year amnoho. I am a person who might yet save 200 million children  
aged five years, spared death, I am also able to provide assistance for 800 million hungry people  
every day. I could own objective to surpass the value of the United Nations and strongly help  
your country. I have a possibility to assist you and increase your economy by more than 100%  
and more. I can do for your country stability data which lift your value by several trillion euros  
minimum and much more. New schools, good hospitals, new towns, population and transport  
transports speeds of over 7,000 kilometers or more. Stronger industry, agriculture in each region  
on the planet and much more.
 I had to be since childhood bullies, my mother had to be tortured to death, I've been part of the  
public  torture  and  abuse  for  the  national  pastime  in  Europe,  since  childhood,  I  had  to  be  
reversed rape and enslavement to me today to commit trade with people,  health damage and  
blocking emergence,  robbed, blocking human rights and much more. Europe today officially  
commits the worst acts in human history.
I  will  surely  please  your  supprt.  Everyone  who  works  in  this  situation,  he  must  be  brutal  
execution of the death penalty. I soon can I create my kingdom. I wish that some of them could  
be executed in my country and under my justice.

Therefore, I will really asks for creation of a global resolution of which support my release from  
europe and the introduction of sanctions against Europe. Global decisions majority of countries  
that may not be dependent on the UN Security Council or the policy of the United Nations that  
promotes European terrorism which have killed 200 million children, at the same time each day  
terrorism publicly robs your country trillions of euros.

I'll certainly very much for your support and hope you will understand that this is the best way to  
mutual success and defeat the enemy. 

Thank you very much for your time and I wish you good luck and good 
success. Thank you.

Signature of Aplicant: 


